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Abstract: This study explores the potential use of graphene-based electrodes in the electrochemi-
cal determination of estradiol using amperometric techniques as a simple, enzyme-free approach.
Graphene, a carbon-based nanomaterial, has been extensively investigated in materials science as
a sensing material. Its remarkable properties, such as its high electron mobility and conductivity,
robust mechanical characteristics, and good surface-to-volume ratio, have led to its adoption in
numerous applications, including electrochemical sensing. Estradiol is a crucial sex hormone that
affects metabolism and reproduction. However, excessive amounts may disrupt endocrine functions.
Electrochemical sensors suffer from electrode fouling, leading to passivation that ultimately affects
performance. We exploit the inherent properties of various types of graphene-based electrodes, includ-
ing graphene screen-printed electrodes (GHSPE), electrochemically exfoliated graphene-modified
electrodes (EEFGHSPE), and 3D graphene foam screen-printed electrodes (3D-GFSPE), for the am-
perometric studies. The electrochemical properties and structural characteristics of these sensors
are evaluated using cyclic voltammetry and scanning electron microscopy. The analytical perfor-
mance of these sensors is at an applied potential of +0.65 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) over the concentration
range 0.83 to 4.98 µM estradiol. Sensitivities of 0.151 µAµM−1 cm−2, 0.429 µAµM−1 cm−2, and
0.273 µA µM−1 cm−2, with detection limits of 0.0041 µM, 0.097 µM, and 0.018 µM (S/N = 3), are
found for GHPSPE, 3D-GFSPE and EEFGHSPE, respectively. The possibility of amperometrically
determining the estradiol levels in a potable tap water sample are then investigated over the concen-
tration range 0.83–4.98 µM.

Keywords: estradiol; electrochemical exfoliation; electroanalysis; graphene-based electrodes

1. Introduction

Estradiol is a crucial sex hormone that affects metabolism and reproduction. However,
excessive amounts may disrupt endocrine functions [1–4]. Estradiol (E2) has been included
in the Water Framework Directive’s Watch List (2013/39/E.U.) owing to its presence in
European water bodies and potential endocrine-disrupting properties, necessitating real-
time monitoring [5]. It is imperative to monitor drinking water sources for this compound.
Research studies have employed diverse analytical techniques to determine estrogenic
hormone levels [5]. Presently, measurement methods necessitate costly equipment that can
only be obtained from specialized facilities and require well-trained professionals. Thus,
there is a crucial demand for techniques capable of conducting swift assessments of intricate
samples with the prospect of operation at remote sites [5,6]. Monitoring and detecting
contaminants in the environment have become vital to ensuring the safety and health of
living beings. There are several techniques available for contaminant monitoring [6]. The
novel metal–organic framework (MOF) derivatives-based materials are paving the way
for new opportunities in detecting and monitoring harmful gas pollutants [6]. Voltam-
metric sensors are widely favored within the field of electrochemical sensors and offer
noteworthy benefits such as rapid response times, affordability, convenient miniaturization
capabilities, uncomplicated operation and maintenance procedures, reliability in terms
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of performance accuracy and precision, and high levels of sensitivity to specific target
analytes [7]. Additionally, the disposable electrodes commonly utilized in such systems
provide an expedient approach for mass-producing disposable analytical platforms, ful-
filling the demand for on-site environmental monitoring without requiring the extensive
resources typically associated with conventional analytical approaches [8–10].

Disposable electrodes have been identified as appropriate options for pollution moni-
toring in field settings [9,10].

Numerous studies in the literature have explored the analysis of E2 via various types
of modified electrodes utilizing a range of materials [6]. However, it is recognized that
electrochemical oxidation, which includes E2 and phenolic compounds generally, can lead
to fouling and passivation on electrode surfaces [11,12]. To achieve precise and sensitive
pollutant detection, a resilient design and detection approach is imperative to effectively
address this challenge [13].

Graphene-based carbon materials have been researched extensively because they
have advantageous features and properties as electrode materials [14,15]. Graphene’s
distinctive thermal, electronic, mechanical, and electrochemical properties render it an
alluring material for sensing applications [15–18].

Previous studies, such as that conducted by Barton et al. [16], have shown promising
results in measuring E2 levels by implementing a polyaniline/graphene-modified screen-
printed electrode. Santos et al. reported a study detailing the development of screen-printed
electrodes (SPEs) that are enhanced with graphene, graphene quantum dots (GQDs),
and magnetic nanoparticles coated with molecularly imprinted polymers (mag@MIP) for
ethinylestradiol sensing [17]. Similarly, Zhao et al. have designed screen-printed carbon
electrodes (SPCEs) containing reduced graphene oxide/silver nanoparticle composites
(RGO/AgNPs) to detect estriol [18]. Table 1 reports the use of graphene-based electrodes
for detecting E2 and the detection techniques employed.

Many approaches are available to generate graphene of diverse sizes and qualities.
These techniques encompass bottom-up synthesis methods and top-down exfoliation
methodologies [18]. While mechanical exfoliation can produce graphene with adequate
physical features, scaling up is a significant drawback of this method [19–22].

Alternative methods involving diverse adjustments have also been documented in
the literature [23–26]. While numerous variations of graphene have been utilized to design
electrochemical sensors, it is primarily produced through chemical exfoliation [27–29].

Table 1. Recent literature on E2 determination using various graphene-derivative sensors.

Modifier/Electrode Detection Technique Linear Range (µM) Limit of Detection (nM) Ref.

Anti-E1/polyaniline (PANI)/graphene/SPE EIS a 0.37–0.76 0.0072 [29]

Graphene quantum dots with
poly-sulfosalicylic (PSSA/GO)/GCE DPV b 0.001–6.0 0.23 [30]

Reduced graphene oxide/molecularly
imprinted polymer/GCE DPV 0.16–15 27 [31]

Reduced graphene oxide/di-hexadecyl phosphate/GCE LSV c 0.4–10 77 [32]

Fe3O4 nanobeads/graphene-based molecularly
imprinted polymer/GCE DPV 0.05–10 0.819 [33]

Gold nanoparticle/graphene/molecularly
imprinted polymer/GCE DPV 0.003–1 1 [34]

Ultrasonicated exfoliated graphene in
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone/GCE DPV 0.01–15 4.9 [35]

Reduced graphene oxide-platinum nanoparticles/MIP/GCE DPV 0.004–0.06 2 [36]

Reduced graphene oxide on metallic Cu
(II)-meso-tetra(thien-2-yl) porphyrin/GCE DPV 0.1–1.0 5.3 [37]

Cysteamine/gold nanoparticle/fumed silica/
graphene nanoribbon/GCE DPV 0.1–5.0 74 [38]

Aptamer-reduced graphene oxide/GCE EIS 0.000012–0.00023 0.0005 [39]

a Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS); b differential pulse voltammetry (DPV); and c linear sweep
voltammetry (LSV).
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An alternative approach to synthesizing graphene involves the utilization of laser
inscribing or inducing methods, which have recently emerged as a one-step technique for
producing laser-induced graphene (LIG) or laser-scribed graphene (LSG) sensors [30,32].

This approach entails laser exposure on a polymeric precursor, specifically polyimide, to
instigate a photochemical and thermal transformation process leading to graphene production.
This represents an efficient and uncomplicated route for fabricating graphene architecture.

Another technique for producing graphene expeditiously involves using the electrical
potential to exfoliate graphite electrodes [33].

Electrochemical exfoliation is becoming increasingly popular due to its uncomplicated
nature, time efficiency, potential for scalability, and ability to perform a one-step process.
This involves applying an electric voltage that enables solvated ions from the electrolyte
to intercalate within the working electrode, weakening the interlayer forces and ensuring
the subsequent separation of individual flakes into the electrolyte [33]. Despite the limited
research on the application of electrolysis in producing sensor-grade graphene through
exfoliation, this method remains attractive because it is rapid and cost-effective without
necessitating additional purification or cleanroom technologies [34–39].

The integration of graphene and its derivatives has been previously documented [15–21].
Nevertheless, investigations on SPEs have been scarce in comparison, as most research
focuses on modifying glassy carbon electrodes, with only a small number of studies
concerning their application in the determination of other estrogens. Additionally, the
adaptability of SPEs in terms of the conductive ink customization, substrates utilized, and
design/geometry renders them highly versatile for various analytical applications [40–45].

The potential of utilizing graphene and SPEs to detect E2 has yet to be fully investi-
gated. This presents an intriguing avenue for sensor design using the versatile properties
of graphene-based nanomaterials (GBNs) [16].

The present study examined the amperometric determination of E2 through direct
electrochemical oxidation on electrodes made from graphene-based materials. Specifi-
cally, three methods were investigated: graphene-ink SPE, laser-scribed graphene, and
SPE modified with EEFGH as a comparative study. Notably, this research marks the first
instance where E2 was detected via amperometric means on sensors constructed solely
from graphene materials as disposable sensors. This strategy capitalizes on their unique
properties and remarkable electrocatalytic performance, thus eliminating any further modi-
fication needs [17,46,47].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Chemicals and Reagents

17β-estradiol (E2), sodium hydroxide (NaOH), potassium ferricyanide (K3[Fe(CN)6]),
potassium ferrocyanide (K4[Fe(CN)6]), potassium chloride (KCl) and polystyrene sulfonate
(PSS) were purchased from Merck (Gillingham, UK). All the reagents and chemicals used
were of analytical grade and used as received. Deionized water was obtained from a
Suez Select Laboratory water purification system (SUEZ Water Purification Systems Ltd.,
Cambridgeshire, UK). Stock solutions of E2 (0.01 M) were prepared in ethanol and diluted
with 10 mM phosphate buffer solution (PBS, pH 7). The potable water sample was obtained
from tap water from the University of the West of England.

2.2. Experimental Instruments

Electrochemical measurement experiments were conducted using a PalmSens Em-
Stat3 Potentiostat (PalmSens BV, Houten, Houten, The Netherlands) with data acquisition
using PSTrace 5.8. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and amperometry were carried out with a
typical three-electrode system consisting of a working electrode (WE), a carbon counter
electrode (CE) and a reference electrode (RE). Commercial graphite rods were employed as
the precursor for graphene synthesis (EEFGH) and obtained from Findel Education Limited
(UK). Graphene SPEs (GHPSPE) were obtained from Palintest Limited (Gateshead, UK)
and designed using a graphene ink (Product Ink: C2171023D1; Gwent Electronic Materials
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Ltd., Pontypool, UK) and bare SPCE. In contrast, 3D graphene foam SPEs (3D-GFSPE) were
purchased from Integrated Graphene (Stirling, Scotland).

The performance of the different types of electrodes was analyzed using a cyclic
voltammetry test. The test was carried out in a redox probe solution of 5 mM equimolar
K3Fe(CN)6/K4Fe(CN)6 as the supporting electrolyte. The electroactive areas of the elec-
trodes were calculated using the Randles–Sevcik equation by means of cyclic voltammetry
at various scan rates in the redox solution. The test was conducted by varying the voltage
from −0.3 to 0.6 V. For the analytical performance using the amperometric method, a
standard estradiol solution was added at a fixed potential of +0.65 V after electrochemical
oxidation was carried out using CV scanning over the potential range of 0 to 0.8 V in
PBS. All the measurements were carried out in a 30 mL cell at room temperature. All the
measurements were carried out in triplicate for the 3 different electrodes.

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were carried out using the Zetasizer
Nano Series (Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, UK). Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) was carried out on an F.E.I. Tecnai 12 BioTwin transmission electron microscope
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). In addition, the morphology of the elec-
trodes was analyzed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Oxford Instruments AZtec
EDS) to evaluate the morphological features of the electrode surfaces.

2.3. Synthesis of Electrochemically Exfoliated Graphene (EEFGH) and Electrode Fabrication

Electrochemical exfoliation synthesis of graphene was carried out according to the
procedure described in prior reports [40,48], with some modifications. Briefly, the graphite
rods serving as the anode and cathode were immersed in polystyrene sulfonate (PSS)
electrolytes in a reactor cell. Then, a power source supplying a constant potential of 8 V was
applied between the electrodes for 24 h. As a result, the anode slowly eroded and turned
the electrolyte black, with sediments forming in the reactor as time went by. Finally, the
final product was centrifuged at 4000 rpm (3220× g) to collect the synthesized graphene.
Figure S1 shows the electrochemical exfoliation process. To fabricate the EEFGHSPE
modified electrode, EEFGH (1 mg/mL) was suspended again in deionized water with a
final concentration of 0.5 mg/mL and then ultrasonicated for three hours to ensure full
dispersion of the EEFGH. Finally, the SPE was modified with EEFGH by drop-casting
suspensions of either 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 or 1.0 µL on the working electrode of the SPE. These were
then allowed to dry at room temperature.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Surface Characterization

Figure 1 shows schematic presentations of the various graphene sensors used in
these studies. Scanning electron microscope images of the 3D-GFSPE graphene foam
SPE surface at magnifications of 2500 are shown in Figure 2A, showing the formation
of a porous network structure with numerous edge plane content. Figure 2A reveals
that the 3D nature of the graphene foam is recognizable, as well as the graphene foam’s
uniform pore size distribution. 3D-GFSPE appears to have a coarser particle grain surface
than EEFGHSPE (Figure 2B) and GHPSPE (Figure 2C). Figure 2B depicts how the SEM
image of the EEFGHP/SPE surface is also characterized by coarse particles but with a
differing appearance to those observed on the 3D-GFSPE and less prominent than the latter,
confirming graphene formation.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the graphene-based sensor framework.

Figure 2. SEM images of the (A) 3D-GFSPE surface at 2500×magnification, (B) EEFGHP/SPE surface
at a magnification of 1000×, and (C) GHSPE surface at a magnification of 500×. (D) shows the EDS
spectrum of the 3D-GFSPE, showing the C and O elements. (E) EEGHPSPE shows C, O, Ti, Si and Cl
elements. (F) GHPSPE shows C, O, Si, Ti and Au elements.

Figure 2C shows a flat sheet structure, a common feature of ink-formulated SPEs, which
might be due to the binder present in the electrode ink formulation. The presence of the
binder can impact the analyte’s behavior at the electrode surface [7–9,15,17,21,27,40–43,48,49].
Figure 2D shows the energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) spectrum of 3D-GFSPE. This
is predominated by C and O, which was expected as this is a carbon-based material. At
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the same time, the EDS in Figure 2E reveals that the spectrum for EEFGHPSPE contains
C, O, Si and Au. Figure 2F shows the EDS of EEGHPSPE, showing C, O, Ti, Si and Cl
elements. The presence of Au was concluded to result from the preparation step used in
the SEM analysis. This indicates that the impurities resulted from the graphite rod and
were not a result of the modifications made to the synthesis method employed. No other
impurities were determinable on the SPE surface using this approach. Overall, the surface
morphology of the 3D-GFSPE has a higher roughness due to the non-agglomeration of
the graphene particles, unlike the GHPSPE made with ink paste. Thus, electrodes surface
features exhibit different electrochemical properties [50–60].

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is a technique that is used to measure the size distri-
bution of particles dispersed in a solution based on their Brownian motion [44]. Zetasizer
measurements examined the synthesized EEFGH to confirm the size of the nanoparti-
cles, average particle size and dispersion index (Figure S2). In addition, transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) measurements were performed for the electrolytic exfoliated
graphene (EEFGH). For the TEM, the EEFGH was suspended and diluted 200 times with a
methanol/water mixture (final concentration of 0.1 wt %). The samples were sonicated for
5 min, and 5 µL of sample was drop-cast on a glow discharged carbon/pioloform coated
E.M. mesh grid and allowed to incubate for 1–2 min. The excess was wicked away after
air drying the sample. Moreover, 1 mg/mL solutions of the same material were further
diluted (1:9) v/v then loaded into disposable cells and the data collected at 25 ◦C. Both DLS
and TEM were used to analyze the electrochemically exfoliated graphene, which recorded
particles with an average size of 398 nm. The polydispersity index (PdI) and z-average for
the EEFGH were 0.77 (PdI) and 917 (Figure S2). From these results, the particles are highly
polydispersed with large or sedimenting particles, indicating DLS may not be suitable for
the analysis of the prepared material. In contrast, Kirchner et al. reported an average size
of 363 nm with a PdI = 0.25 [44]. The TEM image indicates transparency, with a dark area
showing a thick stacking structure of several graphene layers (Figure S3).

3.2. Electrochemical Measurements

The electroactivity of each electrode was determined by means of cyclic voltammetry
in the presence of 5 mM [Fe(CN)6]-3/-4 (an inner-sphere redox species that is known to be
sensitive to surface oxides [61]) at various scan rates. The cyclic voltammograms revealed
the behavior of the SPE surfaces. Well-defined peaks for the oxidation and reduction of
[Fe(CN)6]-3/4- were obtained and are shown in Figure 3A for the 3D-GFSPE, Figure 3B
for the GHPSPE and Figure 3C for the EEFGHSPE for a 5 mM [Fe(CN)6]-3/4- solution in
0.1 M KCl. Figure 3D,E shows the plots of the peak current vs. square root of scan rate (υ1/2)
(25–250 mV·s−1) for both the anodic peak current (Ipa) and cathodic peak current (Ipc).
Both plots show the linear relationship in magnitude with the scan rates and are plotted
versus υ1/2. The observed shift in the faradaic peaks (a measurement of the electrochemical
reaction) is further apart, which is commonly attributed to the slow movement of analytes
toward the electrode with slower diffusion rates. This demonstrates the electrochemical
processes as being diffusion controlled. The observed shift in the faradaic peaks shifts
further apart, commonly attributed to porous carbon materials when the analytes move
slowly to the electrode that experiences slower target analyte diffusion rates [62]. The
surface areas of the 3D-GFSPE, GHPSPE and EEFGHSPE were evaluated using CV. The
Randles–Sevcik equation [63] was employed to calculate the electrochemically effective
area of the electrodes using the equation:

Ip = (2.69 × 105) AD1/2 n3⁄2 v1⁄2C (1)
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Figure 3. Cyclic voltammograms of (A) 3D-GFSPE in 5 mM [Fe(CN)6]-3/4- 0.1 M KCl at potential
scan rates (25–250 mVs−1), (B) GHSPE in 5 mM [Fe(CN)6]-3/4- in 0.1 M KCl at potential scan rates
(25–250 mVs−1), and (C) EEFGHSPE in 5 mM [Fe(CN)6]-3/4- in 0.1 M KCl at potential scan rates
(25–250 mVs−1), (D). A plot of the 3D-GFSPE Ipa and Ipc versus the square root of the scan rate (υ1/2)
at potential scan rates (25–250 mVs−1). (E) Plot of the GHSPE Ipa and Ipc versus the square root of
the scan rate (υ1/2) at potential scan rates (25–250 mVs−1) (F). Plot of the EEFGHSPE Ipa and Ipc
versus the square root of the scan rate (υ1/2) at potential scan rates (25–250 mVs−1).

Here, Ip is the peak current, A is the electroactive area (cm2), and n refers to the
number of electrons transferred. D is the diffusion coefficient of the ferricyanide redox
marker ([Fe(CN)6] = 7.2 × 10−6 cm2 s−1) [64] in 0.1 M KCl solution, C is the ferricyanide
concentration (molarity), and ν is the potential scan rate (Vs−1). The electroactive sur-
face areas were estimated as 0.2, 0.079 and 0.0125 cm2 for the 3D-GFSPE, GHPSPE and
EEFGHSPE, respectively, as given in Table 2. The CV profile peak-to-peak separations
(∆Ep) were 83.76 mV for 3D-GFSPE, 160 mV for EEFGH, and 308 mV for GHPSPE (298 K)
at 100 mVs−1, which are greater than the ideal ∆Ep value of 59 mV. A greater ∆Ep value
of 371 mV for an SPCE has been previously reported for commercial SPEs, of 471 mV for
EuroflashTM and 416 mV UltraTM, with poor reversibility [65]. The modification of bare
SPCE with EEFGHP reduces the peak-to-peak separation from 336 mV to 163.76 mV. The
graphene-like material Q-Graphene is reported to reduce the peak-to-peak separation by
Randviir et al. [17] on modified edge plane pyrolytic graphite (EPPG) and basal plane
pyrolytic graphite (BPPG). Another report shows electrochemically exfoliated graphene
prepared in 0.1 M (NH4)2SO4 at an applied potential of 10 V exhibiting a peak-to-peak
separation of 347 mV by Kirchner et al. [44].

Table 2. Summary of the cyclic voltammetric data (at 0.1 V s−1) for 5 mM [Fe(CN)6]-3/4- in 0.1 M KCl.

GHSPE 3D-GFSPE EEFGH

∆Ep/mV 391 89 163
Ipa/µA 89 197 14.2

a ECSA/cm2 0.2 0.079 0.0125
a Electrochemical active surface area (ECSA).

This makes the 3D-GFSPE peak-to-peak separation closer to the ideal value when
compared to the GHSPE and EEFGHSPE. The potential shift at a higher scan rate recorded
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for the GHSPE might result from the binder on the electrode surface hindering fast electron
transfer. The Ipa vs. square root of the scan rate plot revealed a gradient of 20.26 µA µM−1

for 3D-GFSPE, 9.24 µA µM−1 for GHSPE and 1.098 µM−1 for EEFGHSPE. This would
agree with the lower 4Ep values recorded, indicating faster electron transfer at the
3D-GFSPE [28]. The performance of 3D-GFSPE is purely based on its graphenic nature, not
as a composite reported for most of the reduced graphene oxide with other materials in the
literature [47–52]. The CV profile of 3D-GFSPE shows reversibility in the redox probe due
to the uniformity of the surface and the porosity.

In comparison, Figure 3B for the GHSPE shows a greater quasi-reversible nature,
resulting from the greater prevalence of non-conductive binder at the electrode surface.
Figure 4A–C shows the linearity of the Ipa vs. υ1/2, with R2 = 0.9994 for 3D-GFSPE,
R2 = 0.9746 for EEFGHSPE and R2 = 0.9862 for EEFGHSPE. The 3D-GFSPE, GHPSPE and
EEFGHSPE showed a linear relationship between the peak current and the υ1/2, indicating
a diffusion-limited response in all cases (Figure 3D–F). From the results above, it can be
speculated that there is an enclosure of the electroactive species within the porous structure
of the graphene material in the electrodes, which could affect the electrodes’ performance.
This behavior is typical of carbon materials [19–22].

Figure 4. Cyclic voltammograms obtained for 20 µM estradiol (E2) at EEGHSPE (a), GHPSPE (b),
3D-GFSPE (c) in PBS pH 7.0 at 0.1 Vs−1.

4. Electro-Oxidation Behavior of Estradiol

To compare the performance of the graphene material modified electrode and unmod-
ified electrodes, the electrochemical behavior of E2 was investigated by means of cyclic
voltammetry. Figure 4 shows cyclic voltammograms of E2 for the 3D-GFSPE, EEFGH-
PSPE and GHPSPE in 10 mM phosphate buffer solution (pH 7). It can be observed
that the electrodes have comparable potential windows, ranging from approximately
0.0 to +0.8 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). The electrochemical behavior of E2 at the electrodes shows a
well-defined single oxidation peak at +0.5 V, with a slight shift to +0.52 V for the EEFGHSPE
and with no reduction peak observed for the reverse scans for all the electrodes, indicating
the irreversible oxidation nature of E2 and the formation of a ketone derivative [37]. Our re-
sults align with Moraes et al., as similar behavior was observed for estradiol at +0.54 V using
reduced graphene oxide [37] and reported for liquid-phase exfoliated graphene-modified
electrode oxidation of E2 at 0.49 V [35].

These are predominated by a single anodic peak with Ipa values of 0.26 µA, 1.3 µA
and 2.28 µA for the EEFGHSPE, GHPSPE and 3D-GFSPE, respectively. The CV of the
EEFGHSPE has a lower oxidation peak current, as expected, followed by the GHPSPE,
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EEFGHSPE, and 3D-GFSPE showing the highest oxidation peak current. This signifies an
increased sensitivity resulting from the inherently large surface area and electrochemical
conductivity exhibited by graphene electrodes. The plots indicate the electrode process to
be irreversible in both scenarios.

This indicates that the 3D-GFSPE shows better performance characteristics for the
oxidation of E2 than the other graphene-based EFFGHSPE and GHSPE. For the GHSPE,
the slow oxidation process observed for both E2 and the redox solutions indicates the
presence of other materials on the electrode surface, typical for SPEs, leading to the need
for pretreatment and modification of the electrode [6]. Further information on the scan rate
behavior is presented in the Supplementary Materials (Figures S4–S6).

The electrochemical behavior of E2 at the 3D-GFSPE was investigated at various scan
rates, as shown in Figure S4A. An increased current with an increasing scan rate was
observed between 25 and 170 mV/s. The plot of the peak current versus υ1/2 shown in
Figure S4B, as expected for the catalytic reaction, indicates diffusion processes happening
at the 3D-GFSPE surface with the following equation: Ipa (µA) = 0.278 − 0.709 A/Vs−1

(R2 = 0.9976). It indicates a diffusion-controlled process. Note that the peak–peak sep-
aration increases with an increasing scan rate, indicating the irreversible nature of the
electron transfer kinetics. Most carbon material-modified electrodes for phenolic sensors re-
ported diffusion-controlled processes [33–39]. The GHSPE was investigated at various scan
rates, as shown in Figure S5, and the various scan rates were observed for the EEFGHSPE
(Figure S6). From the obtained peaks, as plotted for the peak current versus υ1/2, a linear
correlation was observed between the estradiol peak current and υ1/2 (Figures S5 and S6),
implying that this is a diffusion-controlled oxidation process.

4.1. Amperometric Measurement and Calibration

Combining amperometry and SPEs provides an attractive way to offer low-cost
sensing [54]. It is widely applied in the determination of phenol-type compounds [12]. A
fixed potential is applied to the working electrode, leading to the added analyte oxidizing
at the electrode surface, and the resulting current is monitored. The magnitude of the
current is directly proportional to the concentration. Amperometry measurements were
carried out in 30 mL 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) under magnetic stirring at a constant
speed. The current intensity was measured after stabilization at room temperature for the
determination of E2. The working potential was fixed at +0.65 V based on the oxidation
peak observed in the cyclic voltammetry, where the maximum current was obtained at
+0.5 V (Figure 4). The selected applied potential was based on the oxidation peak obtained
for the E2 oxidation in the cyclic voltammetry, where the maximum current was obtained
(Figure 4). Thus, this potential was used for all the amperometric experiments. The influ-
ence of the applied potential in the amperometric measurements was investigated, and
the applied potentials of voltages of 0.3, 0.4, 0.55 and 0.65 V were also investigated for the
comparative influence of the applied potentials in the amperometric measurements.

After establishing a stable baseline at 400 s, an aliquot of 50 µL of E2 (0.5 mM) was
introduced to the cell, giving an overall concentration of 0.83 µM. Once the current response
had stabilized, a further five additions of 50 µL (0.5 mM) E2 were made, allowing the current
to stabilize before the next addition. The design of this sensor offers a quick response time,
minimized fouling that could lead to measurement instability, and required frequent
cleaning of the electrodes. To avoid the above-mentioned drawbacks, the amperometric
method was only used to measure the current for a short duration during the pulse’s
sampling interval. This results in less time for the electrode to get fouled, thus allowing
measurement at the fastest time.

Higher applied potentials have previously been reported for the amperometric de-
termination of E2 in other reports [54]. For example, Smajdor et al. [54] investigated the
measurement of E2 in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.0) at an applied potential of +0.8 V [54].

Figure 5A,C,E depicts the amperometric responses obtained for 3D-GFSPE, GHPSPE
and EEFGHSPE for consecutive additions of 50 µL of 0.5 mM E2 in PBS (pH 7.0) at an
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applied potential of +0.65 V vs. Ag/AgCl at 60 s intervals with the resulting calibration
plots (Figure 5B,D,F) of the current against concentration. Linear lines are fitted to obtain
the sensitivity based on the slope (sensitivity = S/Aeff [11]).

Figure 5. The amperometric response for (A) 3D-GFSPE, (B) calibration plot of 3D-GFSPE,
(C) amperometric response of GHPSPE, (D) calibration plot of GHPSPE, (E) amperometric response
of EEFGHSPE, and (F) calibration plot of EEFGHSPE for the successive addition of 50 µL of 0.5 mM
estradiol in PBS (pH 7.0) at an applied potential of +0.65 V vs. Ag/AgCl at 60 s intervals. Average
of the current plateau (relative to baseline) against the concentration. Error bars represent three
standard deviations.

Figure 5 shows a calibration plot obtained for the amperometric response gained
with the GHPSPE. This exhibits a linear concentration range from 0.83 µM to 4.98 µM
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with R2 = 0.9943. This linear behavior has been observed in the literature concerning the
electroanalytical behavior of E2 [8]. Table 3 shows a comparison of the limit of detection
(LOD) and sensitivity of different electrodes. The calibration plots displayed in Figure 5
(average of the current plateau from three independent calibration curves of each electrode)
with error bars represent three standard deviations. The LOD values obtained were com-
puted as (3 × SD blank)/slope (n = 3). The LOD from the GHPSPE was better compared
to the 3D-GFSPE (Figure 5B) and EEFGHSPE (Figure 5F), as shown in Table 3 with their
analytical performance characteristics. From the various slopes from each electrode in
the table, the values at the 3D-GFSPE, GHPSPE and EEFGHSPE were 0.0301 µAµM−1,
0.0339 µAµM−1, and 0.003414 µAµM−1. There is no comparison with the other electrodes
as each behaves differently. This is similar to that reported by Kirchner et al., who showed
that graphene-based electrodes’ behavior and performance depended greatly on the pro-
duction method employed [44]. Thus, the preparation method guides the performance of
the sensor material due to the different intrinsic characteristics [44]. A steady increase in
the current response from each injection represents the behavior of the electrodes toward
the E2 concentrations. Figures S7–S9 depict the raw amperometry data amperometric data
for the 3D-GFSPE, GHPSPE and EEFGHSPE without smoothing and baseline correction,
and they are shown in the Supplementary Materials. Figure S10 shows the amperometric
response obtained for the three graphene-based electrodes.

Table 3. Performance of 3D-GFSPE, GHSPE and EEFGHSPE sensors for the determination of E2.

GHSPE 3D-GFSPE EEFGH

Working potential (V) +0.65 +0.65 +0.65
Linear range (µM) 0.83–4.98 0.83–4.98 0.83–4.98

Reproducibility (%RSD) 5.7 4.45 6.3
Detection limit (µM) 0.0041 0.097 0.018

Sensitivity (µAµM−1cm−2) 0.151 0.429 0.273

As an interference study, Figure 6A,B shows the amperometric responses obtained for the
3D-GFSPE GHSPE and EEFGHSPE for successive additions of 50 µL of 0.5 mM E2, followed
by citric acid and ibuprofen in PBS (pH 7.0), at an applied potential of +0.65 V vs. Ag/AgCl.
A noticeable change in the current response was observed after the addition of each E2
made, whereas no apparent current response was observed after adding either citric acid
or ibuprofen. Notably, even after adding both citric acid and ibuprofen, further additions
of E2 still resulted in further increases in the current, demonstrating that the sensors were
unaffected by the presence of both citric acid and ibuprofen. Thus, the sensors show
both selectivity and sensitivity for E2 at an applied potential of +0.65 V vs. Ag/AgCl,
verifying the practicality of the sensors. These interferences were found in water, and
the electrochemical sensor has been investigated for their presence in water as emerging
pollutants. Citric acid has been seen as part of pharmaceutical waste, phosphate-based
detergents [55], explosives manufacturing [56], and illegal drug-making use. Ibuprofen
is the third largest drug used globally, and its presence in water comes from both usage
and deficient water treatment systems [57]. However, it is unlike structurally similar
compounds (estrone, estriol, and bisphenol A), which are hydrophobic and contain a
phenolic group and may undergo electrochemical oxidation. Thus, its oxidation at the
electrode surface could result in an increase in the oxidation peak current recorded for
E2. Figure 6C shows a current signal noticed for the EEFGHSPE after the injection of E2,
although there was no signal generation in the current response at +0.65 V potential for
citric acid, ibuprofen, and progesterone, suggesting the interference-free determination of
E2 at +0.65V. In contrast, estrone, estriol, and bisphenol A (BPA) show a current peak as they
are oxidized at the same potential as estradiol. Thus, the oxidation of structurally similar
compounds at the electrode surface poses a challenge. Figure S11 shows the interference in
sensing of estradiol using SPE as model electrode.
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Figure 6. (A) Amperometric response obtained for 3D-GFSPE for the successive addition of 50 µL
of 0.5 mM E2, citric acid and ibuprofen in PBS (pH 7.0) at an applied potential +0.65 V at 60 s
intervals. (B) Amperometric response obtained for GHPSPE for the successive addition of 50 µL of
0.5 mM E2, citric acid and ibuprofen in PBS (pH 7.0) at an applied potential of +0.65 V at 60 s intervals.
(C). Amperometric response obtained for EEFGHPSPE for the successive addition of 50 µL of 0.5 mM
E2, citric acid and ibuprofen in PBS (pH 7.0) at an applied potential of +0.65 V at 60 s intervals.

The performance of the 3D-GFSPE, GHSPE and EEFGHSPE sensors for determining
E2 is given in Table 4, with a comparison of other recent reports on E2 sensors.
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Table 4. Comparison of some recent reports on estradiol sensors.

Electrode Technique Linear Range
(µM) LOD (µM) Sample Ref.

Boron-doped
diamond electrode Amperometry 0.1–3.0 0.1 River water [13]

Carbon fiber paper Differential pulse
voltammetry 0.001–0.0001 0.00014 River Water [59]

Glassy carbon electrode with
platinum/multi-walled

carbon nanotube MWCNTs

Square wave
voltammetry 0.5–1 0.018 Serum [60]

Carbon paste
modified with iron

tetrapyridinoporphyrazine
Amperometry 45–450 0.013 injection [62]

Glassy carbon with
poly(L-serine)

Square wave
voltammetry 0.10–30.0 0.02 Serum [63]

3D graphene foam
screen-printed electrode Amperometry 0.83–0.15 0.097 Tap water This work

Graphene ink
screen-printed electrode Amperometry 0.83–4.98 0.0041 Tap water This work

Electrochemically exfoliated
graphene (EEFGH)

screen-printed electrode
Amperometry 0.83–4.98 0.018 Tap water This work

4.2. Analytical Application

An essential aspect of sensor design is its ability to determine the target analyte with
an acceptable level of precision for an actual sample over the appropriate concentration
range. Since the sensor is intended to serve as an alternative to conventional methods and
with no sample pretreatment, we subjected the sensors to tap water samples (Bristol, UK)
without any sample pretreatment or the addition of a supporting electrolyte. Figure S7
depicts the response of the 3D-GFSPE and GHSPE electrodes in tap water with consecutive
injections of E2 stock solution.

5. Conclusions

We investigated three graphene electrodes with no modifications or pretreatment steps.
The electrochemical behavior of 3D-GFSPE, EEFGHSPE and GHPSPE in the presence of E2
as standalone disposable sensors was investigated and compared to graphene production
alternatives. Surprisingly, the performance of these electrodes in relation to the redox
marker showed that GHPSPE performed poorly, followed by EEFGHPSPE, which is in line
with the theory of a defect-free basal-plane structure [61]. GHSPE has increased sensitivity
for E2 analysis compared to EEFGH and 3D-GFSPE, despite 3D-GFSPE having better elec-
trochemical features using the redox probe. Using binders in graphene-based ink could add
uncontrollable effects to the electrochemical performance. The detection limit for E2 was
0.0041 µM for GHPSPE, 0.018 µM for EEFGHSPE and 0.097 µM for 3D-GFSPE. Graphene
applied to sensor design is well established but generally in conjunction with other ma-
terials forming composites. It has been revealed that the quality of graphene strongly
depends on the preparation method [23]. The simple method of producing graphene
using an applied potential electrochemically and laser scribing offers the production of
standalone disposable sensors as cost-effective disposable electrochemical sensors suited to
environmental testing and would open numerous opportunities in electrochemical sensing.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/chemosensors11060337/s1, Figure S1: Photograph of (A) graphite
rods in PSS electrolyte at the beginning of the electrochemical exfoliation and (B) after the electro-
chemical exfoliation process, Figure S2: Particle size analysis results of synthesized electrochemically
exfoliated graphene (EEFGH), Figure S3: TEM image of electrochemically exfoliated graphene; scale
bar: 200 nm, Figure S4: (A) Cyclic voltammetry electrochemical profile of estradiol of 3D-GFSPE
in 20 µM estradiol PBS pH 7.0 at scan rates (25–175 mV·s−1) and (B) plot of the Ipa versus square
root of the scan rate (υ1/2), Figure S5: (A) Cyclic voltammetry electrochemical profile of estradiol
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of GHPSPE in 20 µM estradiol PBS (pH 7) at scan rates (25–175 mV·s−1) and (B) plot of the Ipa
versus square root of the scan rate (υ1/2), Figure S6: (A) Cyclic voltammetry electrochemical profile
of estradiol of EEFGHSPE in 20 µM estradiol PBS (pH 7) at scan rates (25–175 mV·s−1) and (B) plot of
the Ipa versus square root of the scan, Figure S7: (A) Raw amperometric data for 3D-GFSPE Figure 5A
(main text) without the application of smoothing or baseline correction and (B) example of baseline
correction; the solid line represents the raw data and the dashed line the fitted baseline, Figure S8: (A)
Raw amperometric data for GHPSPE Figure 5B (main text) without the application of smoothing or
baseline correction and (B) example of baseline correction; the solid line represents the raw data and
the dashed line the fitted baseline, Figure S9: (A) Raw amperometric data for EEFGHSPE Figure 5C
(main text) without the application of smoothing or baseline correction and (B) example of baseline
correction; the solid line represents the raw data and the dashed line the fitted baseline, Figure S10:
(A) Plot of the amperometric response obtained for three graphene-based electrodes, 3D-GFSPE,
GHSPE, and EEFGHSPE, for estradiol with an injection of 50 µL at 0.5 mM at 60s intervals and (B)
mean of the plateau current against E2 concentration; error bars represent three standard deviations.
Figure S11: Amperometric response demonstrating the interference in sensing of estradiol. Estrone
(E1), Estriol (E3), progesterone (P4) and Bisphenol A (BPA) of 0.5 mM each.
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